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Abstract 

According to the market research accountability most of the time impossible without the strong 
personal place in the accountability. So before approaching all related conversation regarding the co-
workers as well as the direct reporters. Mostly term leading with the winning with the accountability 
in which includes the two commitments these all commitments are very important part of the 
success factor. In which one is about the work area and another one is related to the personal 
responsibility at the same time these are major way to considered the form of the accountability 
which present the Government to citizen (G2C) also it included the government to government (G2G) 
and after the also government to business (G2B) these all present the major and actual part of the 
business theory. Also in the accountability includes the, major pillars of the accountability example 
tracking, evolving, urgency, character etc. 

Introduction 

 Accountability particle mechanism for the purpose of the aligning related performance all the ethics 
and accountability is urgent in the organization. Also some particle mechanism includes the 
technology, organizational, and the regulatory transformations required in the related underlying all 
the current patterns of the related globalisation. After considering the previous studies about the 
accountability that present the quality of the effectiveness in the process of the decision making 
which is related about the exploring of the accounting point of view.  

Following research questioner 

 How to predict the Start counting today for an accountable Tomorrow? 

 What is the future of the counting which is started today? 

 What is difference between the counting today and tomorrow? 

Theoretical background  

About the counting of the model accountability :- In the term of the leadership more effective and 
efficiently holding the right of the management as well as the one that time show the commitment 
about the accountability by the point of the taking the holding of the ownership which gib=ve the 
impact on the every related actions   

Set the expectation clearly about the accountability 
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Define the project ownership:- At the time of the project ownership define the for one task present 
the one owner but on that time only one person taking the whole responsibility about the outcomes 
generating from the whole projects.   

Sharing: - most of the time accountability creates the more than two or more person are taking the 
responsibility about the project and also give the specific commitment .because it’s crucial that every 
kind of the team required to the part of the accountability partners. So that it’s clearly present the 
declaring and commitment about the teammates and accountable holding. 

Methodology  

The research would carry out an exhaustive literature review that would provide the necessary 
secondary data for the gathering of pieces of evidence to conduct Further, the research would utilise a 
questionnaire as a testing instrument to clarify survey results obtained from the research conducted 
to collect primary data. The research would employ a research philosophy of positivism to analyse 
the findings of the research. The research would also have qualitative research methods for arriving 
at the research conclusions to analyse how Start counting today for an accountable Tomorrow can 
effectively impact on the all accountability and their management as the methodology for the 
research study. 

In the Start counting today for an accountable Tomorrow that kind of the research approach chosen 
for the present study is that of qualitative research methodology. It dictates the collection and 
analysis of non-numerical and non-statistical data; that is, it deals with data without the intervention 
of numbers. This approach is essential for research where the results and findings of the data do not 
require the backing of numerical calculations for the complete interpretation of the study results. 
(Press 2016) 

The study can be interpreted and analysed without the intervention of numbers. In the present study, 
the data to be gathered and analysed is Start counting today for an accountable Tomorrow impact on 
the all the accountability, which implies that the study results can be interpreted independently 
without numeric information added to the findings. The study could conclude by analysing the 
subjective data gathered about the influence that appropriate Start counting today for an accountable 
Tomorrow strategies have on construction projects throughout project development and its 
management. (Keller 2017) 

The chosen philosophy of the present research is that of positivism. Positivism is understood to be 
the belief that learning the truth is only possible through science. It implies that only the information 
that observed to be factual can be deemed as being trustworthy. As such, the researchers guided by 
the philosophy of positivism have a limited role of the researcher. The researcher only has to gather 
the necessary data for the study in an objective and unbiased manner. For the research study at 
present, on analysis of the impact of Start counting today for an accountable Tomorrow on the about 
the related projects, the gathering of data is done based on the researcher's objective metrics. There 
is no instance of the researcher's discriminatory behaviour in collecting relevant data for the study. 
The researcher has to make use of entirely objective data for the research findings. (Rothwell et al., 
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2015) 

The data collection for research studies carries out through two primary data collection methods and 
secondary data collection methods. Researchers usually employ the primary method of data 
collection to gather real-time data about the topic of research first-hand, directly from the origins of 
the information, usually involving participants. The researcher collects this data to gather ground-
level information about the problem addressed by the research. For the present study, developing a 
questionnaire is selected for surveying the targeted population to gather insights into Start counting 
today for an accountable Tomorrow effectiveness for the construction industry's projects. The 
researcher uses this method to find data and information present in existing literature and research 
works about the research topic when it comes to secondary data collection. The researcher consults 
the studies conducted by previous researchers and scholars who have worked in the same field to 
find evidence supporting the data's findings. Here, the researcher has consulted numerous secondary 
sources to gather data accountability and its impact on the Start counting today for an accountable 
Tomorrow project management. The sources consulted in the study include journals, academic 
books, research publications, conference papers and more. Through these sources, comprehensive 
data has collected to gather relevant information for the research.  

The sampling method that has employed in the research for conducting the survey is that of 
Convenience Sampling. The method of convenience sampling also understood as availability sampling 
in simpler words, which implies that the method employs survey conduction on members of the 
targeted population based on their willingness and availability for participation. The convenience 
sampling method is a non-probability sampling approach that depends upon collecting data from the 
members and individuals who willingly become participants of the survey sample based on their 
convenience, it implies that, since the sampling based on the participants' convenience and 
availability, inclusion or exclusion criteria are absent for member selection. The present research has 
employed this sampling approach method because the pandemic restrictions have made it 
challenging to physically collect data from the participants. As such, the primary data collection must 
carry out through online platforms. Thus, the convenience sampling method seems to be the most 
suitable, where all members of the population invited to participate in the survey, and then the 
responses are received as per the respondents' availability and convenience.  

The survey's targeted population comprises project managers and executives responsible for 
managing projects within Start counting today for an accountable Tomorrow . These project 
managers and executives The survey questionnaire sent to some 150 targeted members of the 
population sample, out of which 105 responses received could use to conduct research. The 
responses recorded for the distributed survey questionnaire, through which the data analysed. 
(Drucker 2012) 

Conclusion  

In the research conducted the lots of objects about the Start counting today for an accountable 
Tomorrow present the all factors which leads to the combination of the with the all the association 
with the all emergency concerns with the  civil action of the corporate accountability as well as the 
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deeper available values of the shifts as well as the all realignments about the practical possibility.  

On the above discussion present the hypothesis testing which present the results as followed 

 All the related perception about the Start counting today for an accountable Tomorrow. 

 Most of the accountability approaches present the all social and related ethical accounting and 
reporting. Accountability present the few partials mechanisms for the purpose of the company 
growth and civil accountability for the governance   of the business success involvement 

 All the experiences over the all past decade all able to present the en-ability of the effective 
methods. it involved the foundation of the standard with the practices in the front of the future 
accounting  
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